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SCENE 1 - AT A PUBLIC SCHOOL ROWAN AND HIS ROWDY FRIENDS HATE ON PRIVATE 
SCHOOL  

[rowan and his friends are scrolling through snap stories when they see a private 
school kid] 

Friend 1: damn bro private schools are full of stuck up rich kids 

[rowan looks at his phone] 

Rowan mumbles: for real  

[friend shows Rowan his phone with a bunch of private school kids] 
[rowan sees Jessica and is intrigued] 
[rowan adds her to snap] 

SCENE 2 - JESSICA WITH TWO OF HER FRIENDS (IN PRIVATE SCHOOL/VORTEX/GREEN 
ROOM?) 

Jessica - shows Jessica with her friends again then zooms into her phone as she gets a 
snap friend request from Rowan.  

 SCENE 3 - ROWAN AND JESSICA SNAP EACH OTHER  
[TEXTING] 

Jessica: hey 

Rowan: wsp up bbg 

Rowan: ur pretty 

Jessica: wyll  

[rowan sends a snap] 

[Jessica sends a snaps] 

Rowan: damn- 

Jessica: mmm ok then 



Rowan: u hang out or smth  

Jessica: yeah - wait what school do u go to 

Rowan: Montague high 

Jessica: ok… 

Rowan: wby? 

Jessica: St.Capulet  

Rowan: oh  

Jessica: yep… 

Rowan: rip. I rlly like u tho 

Jessica: same but - 

Rowan: I think we should meet up sometime. How about tmr at 2pm 

Jessica: alright bet, cya then 

Rowan: ttyl 

SCENE 4 - JESSICA WALKS THROUGH FOREST TO ROWAN’S SCHOOL TO MEET UP WITH HIM  

Jessica: *looks at phone* 

[Jessica sees a text from her friend] 

Friend 3: why does ur snap map say ur near Montague High  

Jessica says to herself without responding to her friend: shoot - I totally forgot…I need 
to turn of my location  

[Rowan texts Jessica] 

Rowan: meet me at the top of the stairs at the front 

Jessica: ok 

SCENE 5 - JESSICA AND ROWAN MEET  

[Jessica arrives at the top of the balcony] 

Jessica texts Rowan: I’m here  



Rowan texts: ok 

[Rowan arrives at the bottom of staircase]  

[Jessica calls her friend and explained the situation] 

Jessica: Ok ok so this sounds crazy but I met this guy on snap…well he added me first 
but I think I’m in love. And before you say anything about him being from Montague 
High you need to understand where I’m coming from.  

Jessica’s friend (on phone voice over): Girl are you sure…I don't think you should do 
this. Just leave while you have the chance. 

Jessica: Ok maybe your right…should I just leave. He’s going to be here soon. 

Rowan overhears and mumbles to himself: Shoot maybe I shouldn’t go..maybe im not 
good enough.  

Jessica to her friend on the phone: Hey I gotta go ill talk to you later. 

Jessica: Rowan? Is that you? 

Rowan mumbles to himself: Well now or never I guess 

Rowan fully walks up stairs instantly falling in love: your even prettier in person. I 
think your the one 

Jessica: me too, but we could never be together. Unless you switch schools - join me. 

Rowan: I would, but I can’t. I am a public school student and I can’t afford private 
school. 

Jessica: well, then turn off your snap map so were not seen together. 

Rowan: yes, then will you be my girl? 

[Jessica nods]   

[Rowan takes Juliet’s hand and they walk down the stairs and leave]  

END


